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Abstract

Background: The understanding of how tuberculosis is transmitted can be improved
by combining DNA fingerprinting of Mycobacterium tuberculosis with conven-
tional epidemiologic methods. We used such techniques to determine the pre-
dictors of clustering of identical isolates from tuberculosis patients in Vancouver.

Methods: We used the restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) technique
and, if necessary, spoligotyping to determine DNA patterns of M. tuberculosis iso-
lates from all patients with newly diagnosed tuberculosis in Greater Vancouver re-
ported to the Division of Tuberculosis Control from January 1995 to March 1999.
Isolates were considered to be part of a cluster if they had an identical DNA pat-
tern. We also collected demographic and epidemiologic data. Predictors associated
with being in a cluster were analyzed in a multivariate logistic regression model.

Results: Isolates from 793 patients (430 men) were identified; 137 (17.3%) were
considered to be in clusters. After adjustment for multiple potential predictors, we
found that the following patients were more likely to be part of a cluster: Can-
adian-born Aboriginals (v. foreign-born patients) (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 6.0,
95% confidence interval [CI] 3.0–11.7), Canadian-born non-Aboriginals (v. for-
eign-born patients) (adjusted OR 3.6, 95% CI 2.1–6.3), and injection drug users
(v. patients who did not inject drugs) (adjusted OR 3.9, 95% CI 1.9–8.1). Patients
with a prior history of tuberculosis were less likely to be part of a cluster than
were patients with no history of tuberculosis (adjusted OR 0.3, 95% CI 0.1–0.8).

Interpretation: Our findings indicate the need to target groups at high risk of tuber-
culosis more aggressively to prevent transmission and to treat latent infection.
DNA fingerprinting may be a useful adjunct to conventional epidemiologic
methods to monitor the transmission of tuberculosis in an innter-city setting.

Tuberculosis is a leading cause of illness and death around the world.1 A con-
vergence of factors, including HIV-related disease,2,3 increased immigration
from countries with a high prevalence of tuberculosis and a deteriorating

public health system,4 especially in Eastern Europe,5 have set the stage for increased
transmission of tuberculosis. The combination of DNA fingerprinting of Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis and conventional epidemiologic methods has improved our under-
standing of the transmission of tuberculosis.6–10 We used DNA fingerprinting in a
population-based study of tuberculosis to determine predictors associated with being
in a cluster (having M. tuberculosis isolates with an identical DNA pattern) in order to
better understand the transmission of tuberculosis in Greater Vancouver.

Methods

We identified all cases of newly diagnosed culture-positive tuberculosis in Greater Van-
couver reported to the Division of Tuberculosis Control of the BC Centre for Disease Con-
trol from January 1995 to March 1999. All mycobacteriological testing in British Columbia is
performed at the BC Centre for Disease Control Laboratory Services. Mycobacterium species
are identified by means of standard biochemical tests and RNA hybridization. Positive cul-
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tures were collected and forwarded to the study laboratory in Ed-
monton for DNA fingerprinting using the standard restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) typing method with the
insertion sequence IS6110 as a probe.6

In brief, the RFLP technique consists of cutting the DNA with a
restriction enzyme, separating the DNA by means of gel elec-
trophoresis, transferring the DNA to a membrane by means of blot-
ting, and identifying sequences of interest by means of hybridization
to a labelled probe. The genetic characteristics identified by RFLP
can help to determine the distribution of isolates during outbreaks,
to examine cross-contamination in clinical isolates and to evaluate
whether the occurrence of disease in a previously treated patient is
the result of a new infection or reactivation of latent tuberculosis.

We used computer-assisted DNA pattern recognition to analyze
the isolates. A cluster was defined as 2 or more isolates with an
identical DNA pattern (6 or more copies of IS6110 identified by
means of RFLP or, if fewer than 6 copies, the same DNA pattern
identified by means of spoligotyping11). The first case diagnosed was
assumed to be the index case for the cluster. Standard methods
were used to exclude clusters due to apparent cross-contamination.7

In addition to the laboratory evaluation of the isolates, we col-
lected epidemiologic, demographic and clinical data, using standard-
ized data collection sheets, from a computerized database maintained
by the Division of Tuberculosis Control. Information gathered in-
cluded risk factors for tuberculosis, prior history of tuberculosis, con-
tact history, employment status, site of disease, previous bacille Cal-
mette–Guérin (BCG) vaccination and tuberculin skin test results.
Ethnic background was determined according to country of birth.

For statistical analysis we divided the sample into 2 groups:
clustered isolates (as described above) and nonclustered isolates
(those with a unique RFLP pattern or with fewer than 6 copies of
IS6110 but with a different pattern identified by means of spoli-
gotyping). Descriptive statistics, including cross-tabulations of
demographic and clinical characteristics were computed. The χ2

test, or the Fisher’s exact test when applicable, was used in a uni-
variate analysis to assess risk factors associated with clustering.
Predictors significantly associated with clustering (p < 0.05) were
included in a multivariate logistic regression model, with being in
a cluster or not being in a cluster as the dependent variables.

The study protocol was approved by the University of British
Columbia Human Ethics Committee.

Results

From January 1995 to March 1999 a total of 806 cases of
tuberculosis were diagnosed in Greater Vancouver. We ex-
cluded 8 duplicate entries and 5 cases because the patients
were seen before 1995. Thus, the total sample comprised
793 cases. Of these, 137 isolates (17.3%) were grouped into
46 clusters according to their RFLP patterns. In 5 of the 46
clusters a total of 11 isolates (8.0% of the clustered isolates)
had fewer than 6 identical bands identified using the RFLP
technique, but the bands were found to be the same by
means of spoligotyping. In the 41 remaining clusters, all 126
isolates (92% of the clustered isolates) had more than 6
identical bands, as determined by RFLP typing.

The demographic and clinical characteristics of the pa-
tients are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the maximum
likelihood estimates from the multivariate analysis. Because
age was not found to be linearly associated with clustering

in the multivariate analysis, a stratified analysis was con-
ducted for isolates from patients 60 years and younger and
those from patients over 60.

The multivariate analysis showed that, among patients 60
years and younger, the strongest predictor of clustering was
being a Canadian-born Aboriginal (v. foreign-born person)
(adjusted odds ratio [OR] 7.6, 95% confidence interval [CI]
3.7–15.4); the next strongest predictors were being a Cana-
dian-born non-Aboriginal (v. foreign-born person) (adjusted
OR 3.7, 95% CI 1.9–7.0) and being an injection drug user
(v. not being an injection drug user) (adjusted OR 3.0, 95%
CI 1.4–6.7). Among patients over 60 years, the significant
predictor associated with clustering was being a Canadian-
born non-Aboriginal (v. foreign-born person) (adjusted OR
5.0, 95% CI 1.9–13.0). In this age group, there were only 2
injection drug users, 4 Aboriginals and 2 patients who had
used a rooming house or hotel in the year before diagnosis;
therefore, the estimates of these variables were undefined.
Tests for interaction were conducted using sex, age and the 3
variables found to be significant after adjustment (Canadian-
born Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, and injection drug
user), but no significant interactions were found in the total
sample or in either of the 2 age groups.

Of the 137 patients whose isolates were in clusters, 11
(8.0%) identified each other as contacts by conventional
contact-tracing means.

Interpretation

In this study we used molecular epidemiology11 to deter-
mine the predictors associated with clustering of tuberculo-
sis cases in Greater Vancouver. Only 8% of the cases linked
by RFLP typing in our study were known to each other us-
ing traditional contact-tracing methods.

We found that 137 (17.3%) of the patients with newly
diagnosed culture-positive tuberculosis had isolates belong-
ing to clusters. A similar proportion (19%) was found in
San Francisco from 1991 to 1997,10 and higher proportions
have been reported in other studies.6–8 Our multivariate
analysis confirmed that the most important independent
predictors of being in a cluster in Vancouver were being a
Canadian-born Aboriginal, being a Canadian-born non-
Aboriginal and being an injection drug user. Having a prior
history of tuberculosis was protective against clustering.

Compared with non-clustered isolates, clustered isolates
were 6 times more likely to be from Aboriginal patients.
This risk increased to eightfold among Aboriginals 60 years
and younger, which suggests that younger Aboriginal peo-
ple play an important role in the transmission of tuberculo-
sis in Greater Vancouver. Of the Canadian-born non-Abo-
riginal patients, on the other hand, clustering was most
common among those over 60, which suggests that in this
age group non-Aboriginal people are playing an important
role in the transmission of tuberculosis in Vancouver. In ad-
dition to social factors, preliminary data suggest that Abo-
riginal people in Canada,12 similar to other indigenous peo-
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ples,13 have a gene deletion for NRAMP1, which may pre-
dispose them to acquiring active tuberculosis.

HIV seropositivity6 and a history of AIDS7 have been as-
sociated with being in a cluster in previous studies from the
United States. The results of our univariate analysis indi-
cated that HIV seropositivity was associated with cluster-
ing, but this association was not found after adjustment in
the multivariate analysis. Injection drug use was a strong

predictor of clustering in our study. Interestingly, despite 2
recent reports of apparent reinfection with a different strain
of M. tuberculosis,14,15 we found no cases of reinfection by a
different organism in our study.

We found no association between drug resistance and
clustering, as has been previously reported.6,9 Not surpris-
ingly, people with pulmonary tuberculosis were more likely
to be found among the clustered cases than among the
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Table 1: Characteristics of patients with tuberculosis in Greater Vancouver from 1995 to 1999
whose Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates had identical DNA band patterns (clustered) and
those whose isolates had unique patterns (nonclustered)

Group; no. (and %) of patients

Characteristic
Clustered
n = 137

Nonclustered
n = 656 OR (and 95% CI)

Sex
 Male 81 (59.1) 349 (53.2) 1.3 (0.8–1.9)
 Female 56 (40.9) 307 (46.8) 1.0

Age group, yr

 > 60 31 (22.6) 267 (40.7) 0.7 (0.3–1.4)
 26–60 92 (67.2) 305 (46.5) 1.8 (0.9–3.5)
 < 26 14 (10.2)   84 (12.8) 1.0

Place of birth
 Outside Canada 69 (50.4) 577 (88.0) 0.1 (0.1–0.2)
 Canada 68 (49.6)   79 (12.0) 1.0

Aboriginal
 Yes 32 (23.4)   25   (3.8) 7.7 (4.2–14.0)
 No  105 (76.6) 631 (96.2) 1.0

Aboriginal status of Canadian-born patients
(n = 147)*

 Aboriginal 32 (56.1)   25 (43.8) 1.9 (0.9–4.0)
 Non-Aboriginal 36 (40.0)   54 (60.0) 1.0

Site of tuberculosis
Pulmonary 87 (63.5) 395 (60.2) 1.0 (0.5–2.0)
Extrapulmonary 37 (27.0) 200 (30.5) 0.9 (0.4–1.8)
Both 13   (9.5)   61   (9.3) 1.0

Prior contact/ known exposure
to tuberculosis 28 (20.4)   77 (11.7) 1.9 (1.1–3.1)
Prior diagnosis of tuberculosis   7   (5.1)   90 (13.7) 0.3 (0.1–0.7)
History of BCG vaccination 16 (11.7)   76 (11.6) 1.0 (0.6–1.6)
Positive tuberculin skin test result 50 (36.5) 179 (27.3) 1.5 (1.0–2.3)
Use of rooming house or hotel in year before
tuberculosis diagnosed 21 (15.3)   14   (2.1) 8.3 (3.9–17.8)
History of ethanol abuse 24 (17.5)   33   (5.0) 4.0 (2.2–7.3)

History of ≥ 1 risk factors for tuberculosis 56 (40.9) 157 (23.9) 2.2 (1.4–3.3)
History of diabetes mellitus   4   (2.9)   49   (7.5) 0.4 (0.1–1.1)
History of injection drug use 33 (24.1)   16   (2.4) 12.7 (6.4–25.0)
HIV positive 20 (14.6)   20   (3.0) 5.4 (2.7–10.9)
History of AIDS 16 (11.7)   13   (2.0) 6.5 (2.9–14.9)
Prior hospital admission 71 (52.0) 241 (36.7) 1.9 (1.3–2.7)
DOT provided 46 (33.6)   92 (14.0) 3.1 (2.0–4.8)
Resistance to at least 1 antimycobacterial drug 10   (7.3)   72 (11.0) 0.6 (0.3–1.3)
Deceased 13   (9.5)   35   (5.3) 1.8 (0.9–3.8)

Note: OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence interval, BCG = bacille Calmette–Guérin, DOT = directly observed therapy.
*Percentages are based on row totals and not column totals, to show risk of being in a cluster among Aboriginal versus non-Aboriginal
Canadians after exclusion of foreign-born patients.



nonclustered cases. Analyzing documented risk factors for
tuberculosis showed that people with a history of ethanol
abuse or at least one medical condition predisposing to tu-
berculosis were at increased risk of being in a cluster.
Death from tuberculosis as a risk factor for clustering is
likely based on the greater likelihood of clustering among
HIV-positive patients and the general socioeconomic status
of our marginalized inner-city population.

In summary, we have comprehensively described the
molecular epidemiology of tuberculosis in Greater Van-
couver, identifying significant disease transmission among
defined high-risk groups. The data help to meet the chal-
lenge of achieving tuberculosis control in an inner-city
population16 by identifying groups at risk for recent trans-
mission and those that might benefit from treatment of la-
tent disease. The success of any intervention can be moni-
tored by using molecular epidemiology to identify patterns
of transmission on a regular basis.
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Table 2: Predictors of clustering of tuberculosis in Greater Vancouver

Age ≤ 60 yr Age > 60 yr Total sample

Variable
Crude OR

(and 95% CI)
Adjusted OR*
(and 95% CI)

Crude OR
(and 95% CI)

Adjusted OR*
(and 95% CI)

Crude OR
(and 95% CI)

Adjusted OR*
(and 95% CI)

Canadian-born Aboriginal
  (v. foreign born patient) 7.6 (4.1–14.0) 7.6 (3.7–15.4) –† –   7.7 (4.2–14.0)  6.0 (3.0–11.7)
Canadian-born non-Aboriginal
  (v. foreign born patient) 3.6 (2.1–6.3) 3.7 (1.9–7.0) 4.5 (1.8–11.5) 5.0 (1.9–13.0)   3.9 (2.5–6.3)  3.6 (2.1– 6.3)
History of injection drug use
  (v. no history) 9.6 (5.0–18.0) 3.0 (1.4–6.7) –† – 12.7 (6.4–25.0)  3.9 (1.9– 8.1)
Use of rooming house or hotel in
  year before tuberculosis diagnosed
  (v. no use) 5.8 (2.8–12.1) 1.2 (0.5–3.1) –† –   8.3 (3.9–17.8)  2.0 (0.9–4.9)
History of tuberculosis
  (v. no history) 0.5 (0.2–1.5) 0.3 (0.1–1.2) 0.3 (0.1–1.2) 0.3 (0.1–1.0)   0.3 (0.1–0.7)  0.3 (0.1–0.8)
Prior hospital admission
  (v. no prior admission) 2.9 (1.9–4.6) 1.5 (0.8–2.5) 0.6 (0.2–1.5) 0.6 (0.3–1.5)   1.9 (1.3–2.7)  1.0 (0.6–1.7)

*Adjusted ORs are from the multiple logistic regression model, after adjustment for significant predictors in the univariate analysis.
†Undefined OR because only 4 patients in this age group were Aboriginal, 2 were injection drug users, and 2 used a rooming house or hotel in the year before their tuberculosis was diagnosed.
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